
●Please follow the range of age, weight, and 
height of the child seat.

●Do not leave from the bicycle when child is 
on the child seat.

●To prevent from injury and accident, please 
be sure your child wears a helmet.The injury 
may be serious if without helmet, but could 
be lighter if helmet was worn.Also, rider of a 
bicycle should wear a helmet as well.

●Always let child sit on the bicycle after 
putting your luggage, and let child off from 
the bicycle before your luggage.

●When riding a child, please be sure that child 
is in right position and check if foot is not in 
a position where they could be implicated.

●Do not use the footrest to let your child 
ride the child seat.Footrest may be broken if 
strong force was added.

●This product is a rear bicycle child seat.
　　Do not use for any other purpose.

●Do not install the product on other than the 
luggage carrier.

●Please ask nearby bicycle shop for installing 
the product.

●Number of child seat installable to a bicycle 
is limited to 1, and number of child per child 
seat is limited to 1.

●Braking distance will be longer due to adding 
child seat and child to a bicycle.

●When using the product, please check if 
screws are not loose before riding.Do not 
use when there is break or deformation on 
the product.

●Do not install this product on a bicycle with 
kick stand.Please use center stand or double 
sided stand with the locking unit.

Light-weight Rear Child Seat <RBC-009S3> 
Handling Precautions :　Please read this manual before using and keep it in a safe place.

Safety Consideration
Pictures and cautions are shown below to comprehend the manual well. Please read the cautions well to use the product safe.

■Indications

■Picture Indications

WARNING

CAUTION

If not used right, there may be a chance of death or a serious injury to a user.

If not used right, there may be a chance of injury to a user.

The things not to do of safety reasons.

The things that must be done by a user.

WARNING

●Weight: Up to the load capacity of the luggage carrier minus the child seat weight.
●Age and Height: 12 to 72 months old and height of 115 cm or lower.
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　(Child of 24 months or older is recommended.)
●Bicycle: 22” or bigger bicycle with luggage carrier with width of 150mm to 173mm.
　　　　　　　　　　　(Bicycle with center stand or double sided stand and dress guard is restricted.)
　　　　　　　　　　　(If the manual for bicycle notes “Do not install rear child seat with weight of 22kg 
 　　　　　　　　　　　or lower”, then please do not install on the bike. If applicable when luggage carrier is 
　　　　　　　　　　　 exchanged to another, please do so at the bicycle shop.)

Applicable bicycle and age group of a child

Product weight: 2.7kg

Please check your child's age and height before using. Do not use this child seat if your child is not in the range.

After installing the child seat, make sure that it is stable and does not rattle before you ride.
●The illustration used in this manual are drawn to understand the process easier. The actual product may differ from the illustration.
●The product may change in design without any notice of making them better or modifying them.

×

×

Center stand or
double sided stand

Kick stand

Installation and handling instruction

Side guard

Using as basket

CAUTION
Make sure that when side guard is set 
right to the body.

By moving the side guard, this child seat could also be used as temporary rear basket.

Child seat
Temporary rear basket

CheckCheck

Taking Off

Push the red buckle and pull to 

take off.

How to use the seat belt

Fastening the Belt

Insert the red buckle to 

the grey buckle.

At least 2cm

Adjuster

Seat belt

Please be sure that 

there is at least 2cm of 

belt from the adjuster.

CAUTION

CAUTION: Please be sure that the seat belt is not twisted.

Push

Buckle (Grey)

Push

Buckle (Grey)

Buckle (Grey)

Buckle (Red)

Insert Insert

PullPull

Buckle (Red)

Buckle (Red)

Adjusting the Belt
Shorten

Pull the belt towards ➡ to shorten.

Extend

Push the belt towards ➡ to extend.

Shoulder pad

Adjuster

Shoulder pad

Adjuster

CAUTION:Make sure that when
side guard is set right to the body.
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CAUTION

WARNING

●Do not install the product to a ladder 
shaped luggage carrier.

　　（Fixing plate may deform due to the carrier 
and there is a chance of child seat breaking 
off from the carrier.）

●For your child’s safety, please be sure to 
install the dress guard to your bicycle.When 
the bicycle is not with a dress guard, please 
install a dress guard which would protect 
feet from implicating.

●Suitable for children weighing up to the load 
capacity of the luggage carrier minus the 
child seat weight.

●Please follow the limit of weight as written 
on the luggage carrier.

●If there is a lock around child during usage, 
the lock may operate. Please be careful of a 
position to install.

●Please be careful for seat belt not to go 
around child's neck.

●When riding, please avoid from sudden 
braking and handling.

●Never ride on a bad road or do tricks with a 
bicycle.

●Install a child seat where rider's heel does 
not interfere with the child seat.

●Be sure that rear reflex reflector could be 
seen from the behind.

●Please be sure that your child wears shoes 
when riding.

●Please us a seat belt (crotch and waist  belt)  
when riding your child.

●Please be careful your child not to sleep 
when riding.

●Please be careful that seat belt not to 
implicate with the wheel.

●Do not let child seat exposed to rain.

●Please check if bicycle is able to install the 
child seat from the indication on the bicycle 
and/or instruction manual.If there is no label, 
the bicycle is not able to install a child seat.

 　If the bicycle is not sure of application, 
please ask nearby bicycle shops for 
assistance.

●When letting your child off from the 
bicycle, please do so where the ground 
is flat and with the bicycle locked.

●When your child is riding child seat, 
please be careful that your child is 
holding on to the handle of a child seat.

●Keep away from fire and heat.

●Wipe off with a wet cloth when dirty.Do not 
use benzene or thinner to clean.

●The life of seat belt is about 2 years.Please 
change them periodically for a safe use. 
(Seat belt is not free of charge)

●Be sure to keep the road traffic laws.

●The SG mark system is a compensation 
system for accidents resulting in injury or 
death caused by a defective child seat.(Valid 
for 3 years from the date of new purchase)

●Seating a 6-year or older child in the child 
seat violates the Road Traffic Law, which 
may make it ineligible for compensation by 
the SG mark system.

●Compensation by the SG mark system may 
not apply if the bicycle is not one appropriate, 
if the child is not within the suitable range, 
and/or if descriptions in the instruction 
manual have not been followed.

●SG Mark compensation system is valid only in 
Japan.

Parts structure

Safety belt

Assembling/Installing Method

② Attach safety belt to the body.

3. Thread the safety belt to belt buckle's hole A
    then hole B.

4. Thread the safety belt through the 2 adjusters
    again.

Safety beltSafety belt

Hole AHole B

Adjuster

Safety belt Adjuster

2. Thread 2 adjusters through the safety belt.

Buckle

When child seat is installed to 24” bicycle or smaller, 

there is a possibility that ankle of a rider crash with 

the footrest.Please be careful of this when attaching.

④ Bind the safety belt around seat post and attach the buckles.
　 　※Safety belt holds the child seat in place when luggage carrier is broken by accident.

Saddle

Safety belt

Buckle (Convex)Buckle (Concave) Adjuster

➡

Use the adjuster to adjust the length of the belt.Also, do not 
ride when buckle is free.

CAUTION

CAUTION

Do not leave the safety belt hanging from
the child seat.

Seat part

Safety belt

ベルト通し穴

Hole

× Ladder type

SG mark

Body  1pc. Footrest Right/Left
1pc. each

Step fixing screw (short)
2pc.

Step fixing screw (long)
2pc.

Fixing plate  2pc. Fixing screw  4pc.Step fixing flat washer
4pc.

Right

Left

① Attach the footrests to the body and fix them with step fixing screws and step fixing flat washers.

Body

Footrest Right

Step fixing flat washers

Step fixing flat washers

Footrest Left

Step fixing screw (long)

Step fixing screw (long)

Forward

Forward

Forward

Insert

Insert
Insert first

ステップ固定ネジ（短）Step fixing screws (short)

Down

Seat cushion

Be careful of the orientation of the 
step fixing flat washer to place 
under the step fixing screw (short).

Footrest

Ankle

③ Pull up the seat cushion and place the child seat on the luggage carrier. Once decided on the 
fixing position, clamp the child seat and luggage carrier with fixing plates and screws. Put the 
seat cushion back into place.

Rear luggage carrier

Fixing plates

Fixing screws

Seat cushion

Safety belt  1set

×

IMPORTANT:

Using the inside part or outside

part of fixing plate will have no 

effect on safety.

※ Please use holes with painted black.

Outside
Inside

Be sure to check the child seat is not interfering with the rear 
reflex reflector.CAUTION

CAUTION

Do not fix the screws on only
one side.

1. Thread the safety belt through the hole.

内面
外面

Safety belt

Buckle (Grey)

Buckle (Grey)

Manufactured and Marketed by

56-2-32 hondori takaida higashiosakashi Osaka, 577-0066 Japan

Tel: 81-6-6782-4353 (Pilot number)

E-mail：info@ogk.co.jp

Web page: http://www.ogk.co.jp/en/


